Usage of two systems of percutaneous MitraClip implantation

CASE REPORT
An 83-year-old man was referred to our clinic due to dyspnoea (NYHA Class III) and grade IV mitral regurgitation (MR) because of chordal rupture to P3 with flail leaflet (figure 1A; see online supplementary video 1). Due to high surgical risk, the heart team meeting recommended percutaneous mitral valve repair by using the MitraClip system.

The trans-septal puncture aimed at an inferior and posterior position, allowing the steerable guide to reach the lateral commissure. Because of no support from secondary chords and vigorous leaflet movements, the first clip could not have a secure leaflet grasp (figure 1B and 2A; see online supplementary video 2), with a following risk of clip detachment.

Therefore, also via the femoral vein, another trans-septal puncture was performed at a more superior and central position, and another MitraClip system was inserted. With the help from the first clip attached to the catheter, the second clip could grasp both leaflets with adequate tissue at a more lateral position (figure 2B). The first clip could then regrasp the leaflets with more tissue, resulting grade II MR (figure 1C; see online supplementary video 3). The third clip (figure 2C,D) was deployed at a more lateral position resulting in trivial residual MR (figure 1D; see online supplementary video 4) with mean pressure gradient 2 mm Hg. The patient experienced reduced symptoms of dyspnoea and was discharged the next day.

To our knowledge, this is the first report of MitraClip implantation using two systems simultaneously. The method could be considered in cases when the leaflets are found to be very mobile and without adequate secondary support. This patient was without a surgical option due to estimated high surgical risk, and highly symptomatic without possibilities to further optimise the medical therapy. Even the valve morphology is outside the ‘Everest-criteria’, it is known that even such patients with highly degenerated valves can be treated with good result. However, due to the complexity of the procedure, this method requires experience, and the risk of complications, like tearing of the atrial septum or getting entangled in chordae with the device, should be weighed against the patient’s clinical benefit.
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Figure 1  (A) Transoesophageal echocardiogram showed flail posterior leaflet of mitral valve due to chordal rupture to P3. (B) Transoesophageal echocardiogram showed the first clip could not have good leaflets grasp due to lack of secondary support from ruptured chordae. (C) Transoesophageal echocardiogram showed the good leaflets grasp after using two MitraClips (thin arrows). (D) Transoesophageal echocardiogram showed satisfactory result with trivial mitral regurgitation after the third clip was deployed (thick arrow).
Figure 2  (A) The first MitraClip was unable to grasp the leaflets adequately, as the leaflets were going up and down vigorously, so another guide catheter of MitraClip was advancing from the left groin, with trans-septal puncture at a more superior and central position. (B) The second clip could grasp both leaflets with adequate tissue at a more lateral position, while the first clip was still attached to the clip delivery system. (C) The third clip was implanted at a more lateral position. (D) Optimal position of three MitraClips with satisfactory result.
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